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In 1901 a revolution in the world of exhibitions took place in Darmstadt. On the Mathildenhöhe nine 
houses were built by Joseph Maria Olbrich by order of Ernst Ludwig, the Grand Duke of Hesse. These 
buildings were constructed for a colony of art nouveau artists. Here they should work and live their 
ideas. Olbrich and the Duke both recognized that the new way of designing buildings, furniture and 
other equipment of everyday life also needed a new way of presenting them. So they built a dwelling 
estate that was shown in an exhibition to visualize the idea of a “better habitation”. Buildings and the 
composition of the interior space were presented as one unit, in contemporary style and on a scale of 
1:1. Architecture wasn’t just seen as a box for showing objects. Besides establishing a new form of 
exhibition a new kind of exhibit was created: a hybrid consisting of space and its objects.  
Since then the building exhibition became the medium for showing Modern Architecture and artefacts 
of everyday life as well as for demonstrating future homes. 
 
In my talk I would like to analyse the invention of this new way of exhibiting in Darmstadt. I will 
compare this first building exhibition with the previously known industry fairs and their houses, 
objects and modes of presenting. Furthermore I want to take a closer look at the agents and agencies 
that organized and took part at the showcase in Darmstadt and the following early building 
exhibitions: the hosts and the cities, the architects and designers, the sponsoring partners and other 
interest groups. This conglomerate implies that those expositions were supposed to transmit 
multifaceted messages from different senders. That guides me to a number of questions: Which 
aesthetic, political, commercial, tourist-related or popular interests were each of those agents and 
agencies after? Why was the building exhibition the best medium for their aims and purposes? And 
spoken with the words of industrial fairs: What was the precise product that each of them wanted to 
sell? 
 
Special attention will be paid to the dwelling house as an exhibit.  It is not only difficult to show 
architecture in an exhibition, it furthermore seems impossible to display a home. But exactly this has 
been the task of building exhibitions at the beginning of the 20th century. At a time when habitation 
started to become an important topic of discussion and when housing was seen as a problem this kind 
of exhibition shoudn’t only display optimized buildings and furniture but even “better habitation”. 
By taking a closer look at case studies such as the expositions in Darmstadt (1901) or Stuttgart (1927) 
the talk wants to elaborate the ambition of showing habitation and the entitlements of a house that is 
shown at an exhibition and should become a home after presenting it. But how much of a home could 
be seen in the exhibition house before someone has ever lived in it? And were the new ideas of 
habitation compatible with the consumer habits at all? 
In Darmstadt the architects and artists, who designed these houses, also lived inside of them. After the 
exhibition doors closed in Stuttgart anonymous city dweller moved into the estate. Even here the 
houses that were first shown in an exhibition should become homes. How was the reception of the 
presented compositions of architecture and the interior space? Which ideas of better habitation could 
the audience take with them to their own domiciles? How could the visitor become a consumer? 
These are questions that I want to discuss in my talk. They lead to an important issue:  Did the 
building exhibition as a medium have an impact on the contemporary concept of homes? 
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